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Book Review 
A Poetics of Postmodernism: 
History, Theory, Fiction  
by Linda Hutcheon 
(New York: Routledge, 1988) 
 
Diane Long Hoeveler 
English, Marquette University 
Milwaukee, WI 
 
Immodestly referring to Aristotle's Poetics throughout her own recent 
volume, Linda Hutcheon sets out to play the (post)modern-day 
classicist by defining, classifying, and providing specific examples of 
postmodern architecture, history, literary theory, and historiographic 
metafiction. By doing so she intends to prove that the postmodern as 
a cultural phenomenon 'attempts to negotiate the space between 
centers and margins in ways that acknowledge difference and 
challenge any supposedly monolithic culture (as implied by liberal 
humanism)' (p. 198). Modernism, hopelessly implicated as it was with 
the ideologies of positivism, humanism, and the 'enunciating subject', 
has been, according to Hutcheon, replaced by the postmodern, an 
ideology to be sure, but one that asserts that all cultural enterprises, 
including its own, are compromised by what can only be our futile 
attempts to overcome the burdens of the past. Irony, contradiction, 
and self-reflexivity are the hallmarks of the postmodern stance, a 
movement that Hutcheon suggests might very well have been 
heralded by Tom Wolfe's exclamation in The Electric Kool-Aid Acid 
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Test, 'Hail to the Edges!' Hailing the Edges requires that writers 
recognise as central what has hitherto been delegated to the margins-
the experiences of women and people of color. 
The postmodern in contemporary cultural discourse embodies, as 
Hutcheon demonstrates, its own 'machinery', its supporting scaffolding 
for its viewers to observe. It makes no pretense to being anything 
other than a historically-determined construct, implicit in the power 
structures of its composition. But by consistently invoking its 
discontinuity, its multiplicity, its 'nonrepresentational' character, the 
postmodern denies that there is any 'real' external world that is 
knowable or that can be persuasively evoked in the figure of the work. 
This position, of course, is familiar to anyone who knows the fiction of 
John Fowles, E.L. Doctorow, or Salman Rushdie, the historical theory 
of Foucault, Hayden White, or Dominick LaCapra, the 
literary/philosophical ruminations of lhab Hassan, François Lyotard, or 
Richard Rorty, or the architecture of Charles Moore, Paolo Portoghesi, 
or Charles Jencks. But the postmodern's subversion of all 'master 
narratives' has been seen as particularly dangerous to both Marxists 
like Fredric Jameson, Jürgen Habermas, and Terry Eagleton, and 
neoconservatives like Hilton Kramer and Daniel Bell. To assert an 
epistemology that proclaims a 'both-and' position rather than one of 
'either-or' is particularly threatening to any ideology that claims its 
position as 'true'. In an era of glasnost, however, the accommodating, 
cynical, world-weariness of the postmodern makes more sense than 
does the banner-waving of either political persuasion. 
With the publication of this volume, intended to complete a trilogy that 
consists of her earlier Narcissistic Narrative: The Metafictional Paradox 
and A Theory of Parody: The Teaching of Twentieth-Century Art 
Forms, Linda Hutcheon establishes her credentials as perhaps one of 
the most prolific writers on the postmodern phenomenon. But as was 
evident in her earlier volumes, Hutcheon is not so much staking out 
new territory or making original contributions to the field as much as 
she is synthesising a great deal of disparate research and original 
theorising done by others. The great value in her works is that the 
reader has within the covers of one volume a mass of research 
material that is clearly organised and presented in an even-handed 
manner. The greatest criticism one can make of her work, however, is 
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that her arguments tend to be repetitious, and constantly refer back or 
forward in a rather tedious manner to other sections of the text. 
